CHAPTER III
1    THE GREAT DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH AND THE CONTEST
WITH LOUIS XIV., 1660-1714
I. the army before and after the glorious
revolution, 1660-1701
despite the distrust of all standing armies deeply borne in
upon the minds of Englishmen by their experience of military
supremacy under Cromwell, and the natural reluctance of
Charles II. and his advisers to acquiesce in the continued
existence of the regiments of the New Model, there was an
evident necessity for some sort of permanent armed force to
secure the King's person and maintain order in the country.
The trend of British foreign policy, which tended to embroil-
ment both with France and with Holland, gave additional force
to this point of view; and accordingly Charles II. very soon
after his accession decided to maintain four regiments of foot
and three of horse, consisting partly of former utiits of the New
Model army, and partly of specially raised troops. By the end
of his reign, these 5000 men had been increased to eight regi-
ments of foot and four of horse, some 16,000 in all. Apart
from the fact of this definite establishment of a permanent
peace time army in the pay and at the disposal of the Crown,
there was during the period from 1660 to 1685 Kttle of military
importance to record. The possession of Tangier on the
northern coast of Africa, which formed part of the dowry
brought to the King by his Portuguese wife, gave our army
its first experience of warfare against an uncivilised enemy, and
the earliest battle honour borne on its colours. Some units
also saw service against the Dutch both on sea and on land ;
in the former case with the British fleet, in the latter as part of
the French army commanded by Turenne, under whom young
John Churchill, then a colonel, had his first taste of regular
warfare,
The first year of James IL's reign was marked by an
unsuccessful attempt on the part of the Duke of Monmouth,
an illegitimate son of Charles IL, to seize the throne by an
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